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NEW QUESTION: 1
To start the RQM command-line adapter, what must you know?
(Choose three.)
A. a user ID with the appropriate licenses to log in as an
adapter
B. the name of the project area, if it is not the default RQM
project area

C. the jazz repository URL
D. the path to the batch file or shell script to be executed
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to Exhibit:
A network administrator wants to connect four data centers
using HP EVI. What is the correct setup for the EVI tunnel
interfaces?
A. three EVI tunnel interfaces on each EVI edge device-one EVI
tunnel interface is required for each GRE tunnel in the mesh
B. one EVI tunnel interface on each EVI edge device-the devices
automatically establish GRE tunnels between these interfaces
C. three EVI tunnel interfaces on Switch 1, which will act as
the hub and one EVI tunnel interface each on the other switches
D. one EVI tunnel interface on Switch 1, which will be
configured as the ENDP server, and no interfaces on the other
switches
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A
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